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A Quasi-Judicial Hearing was held on Wednesday, April 28, 2021 beginning at
Those present were: Chair- Dr. Thomas Campanella, Secretary/Treasurer- Ms. Liz
Callahan, Board Member- Ms. Karen Sindel, Board Member- Ms. Brigette Brooks,
Board Member- Mr. Jerry Watson, Attorney- Mr. Mike Stebbins, Director of
Administration- Ms. Robbie Schrock, Director of Development Services- Mr. Juan C.
Lemos, and Executive Director- Ms. Leigh Davis. Mr. Bubba Peters was absent from the
meeting. Dr. Thomas Campanella led the Pledge of Allegiance, followed by a moment
of meditation.

4.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA
Upon motion of Ms. Karen Sindel seconded by Mr. Jerry Watson, the agenda for
the Quasi-Judicial Public Conditional Use Hearing- Case PB-CU-2021-01, was
unanimously approved as presented. (5-0)

5.

QUASI-JUDICIAL PROCESS EXPLANATION - MIKE STEBBINS
Mr. Stebbins stated that in order for the Board to be fair and impartial, he would ask
preliminary questions of the Board Members.
Question #1- Did any Board Member have any oral communication with anyone about
the conditional use request? No members had any oral communication.
Question #2- Did any Board Member have any written communication with anyone
about the conditional use request? No members had any written communication.
Question #3- Did any Board Member conduct any investigation on the conditional use
request? No members had done any investigation.

6.

PUBLIC HEARING(S) - Case PB-CU-2021- 01
Mr. Mike Stebbins asked if the applicant would like to make a statement. Mr. Rich
Chism responded that he would like to make a statement.
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Mr. Rich Chism thanked the Board for their time and stated that the Best Western
sustain substantial damage as a result of Hurricane Sally. They intend to replace the
hotel but the current 30 units per acre density will impede the future development of the
hotel. The request for the increase in density to 50 units per acre will afford the building
of amenities that guests are demanding these days.
Mr. Mike Stebbins stated he would like a motion to accept the exhibits A-D.
Upon motion of Ms. Karen Sindel seconded by Ms. Liz Callahan, the Board
unanimously accepted the exhibits A-D. (5-0)
Item #1- Request by Pensacola Beachside Resort, LLC, d/b/a Best Western Hotel- 16
Via de Luna- To increase density from 30 to 50 units per acre for a new 209 room Hotel
Development. (Staff report by Juan C. Lemos)
Mr. Juan C. Lemos gave the background on the item.
Ms. Karen Sindel stated that since the Board had time to review all the backup, she
wished to move forward and make a motion to open the item for discussion. Ms. Karen
Sindel motioned to approve the item as it meets all criteria for the conditional use. Ms.
Brigette Brooks seconded the motion.
Ms. Liz Callahan asked how many units are currently at the hotel.
Mr. Rich Chism stated that there are 130 units currently.
Ms. Liz Callahan asked that even though they can build up 50 units per acre, are they
actually going to build that many.
Mr. Juan C. Lemos stated that the ability of the developer to build up to 50 units per
acre depends on their engineering and what they submit in the development process,
so the maximum potential is the 50 units per acre.
Speaker- Dianne Krumel
Ms. Krumel thanked the Board for allowing her to speak and holding the public hearing.
She stated she understands all criteria had been met for the request but that she was in
attendance to continue to show that Save Pensacola Beach is against density
increases.
Mr. Mike Stebbins asked that there be an amendment to the motion of accepting staff's
recommendation; that the staff's recommendation be subject to the payment of the
consideration fee assessed per the SRIA Consideration Fee Policy to be approved by
the Board members of the Santa Rosa Island Authority on May 12, 2021 and paid within
30 days of this final decision.
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Upon amended motion by Ms. Karen Sindel seconded by Ms. Brigette Brooks, the
Board unanimously approved the request by Pensacola Beachside Resort, LLC,
d/b/a Best Western Hotel- 16 Via de Luna- To increase density from 30 to 50 units
per acre for a new 209 room Hotel Development; subject to the payment of the
consideration fee assessed per the SRIA Consideration Fee Policy to be
approved by the Board members of the Santa Rosa Island Authority on May 12,
2021 and paid within 30 days of this final decision. (5-0)

Mr. Mike Stebbins stated that at this point an order will be issued and that unless there
is an appeal within 30 days, the amended motion will be final.
7.

ADJOURN

There being no further business, Dr. Thomas Campan
concluded the Quasi-Judicial Conditional Use Hearin

[Ctr,u~

SECRETARY

announced that this
the SRIA Board at 5:15pm.

CHAIRMAN

(Please note that the Santa Rosa Island Authority does not make verbatim transcripts of its meetings, although the
meetings are tape-recorded. Any person desiring a verbatim transcript of a meeting of the Santa Rosa Island Authority will
need to independently secure such verbatim transcript.)
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CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
I'm going to call

1
2

this

meeting of the Santa Rosa Island Authority

3

quasi-judicial

4

4:59 p.m.

Please stand and say the Pledge of

5

Allegiance

followed by a moment of meditation.

hearing open at this time.

6

(Pledge recited

7

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
Do I hear a motion to

8

and meditation

It is

observed}.

adopt the agenda as presented?
MEMBER
SINDEL: So moved.

9

10

MEMBER
WATSON:Second.

11

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
Motion by Ms. Sindel,

12

second by Mr. Watson.

13

"aye."

All in favor signify

by saying

14

(Motion carried

15

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
The next thing is

16

quasi-judicial

17

please.

unanimously).

process explanation.

MR. STEBBINS: Thank you.

18

So we're going to

19

go ahead and start

20

There are some preliminary

21

board members to make sure that we've got a fair

22

impartial

23

is,

24

your answers to these questions

25

"yes" I'll

board for this.

if I don't

...__---TERRY

the quasi-judicial

Mr. Stebbins,

questions

hearing tonight.
I need to ask the
and

What I'm going to assume

hear from you, I'm going to assume that
are "no."

If they're

have some follow-on questions.
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3

The first

1

question

is:

Did any board member

2

have any oral communications with anyone about the

3

conditional

use application?

4

(No positive

response elicited).

5

MR. STEBBINS: I' 11 take that as a "no" from

6

all the board members present.

7

board member have any written

8

conditional

Did any

communication about the

use application?
(No positive

9

Number two:

response elicited).

MR. STEBBINS: I see a "no" for that as well.

10

11

The final

question

12

any investigation

13

application

is:

Did any board member conduct

regarding

the conditional

such as inspecting

use

the leasehold?

14

(No positive

response elicited).

15

MR. STEBBINS: And again we have a "no."

16

So based upon the negative

responses

17

those questions,

the board is well seated

18

move forward with this.

I believe

The next thing that

19

20

terms of procedurally

21

an opening statement

22

to each one of

I think we should do in

is to hear if the applicant
they'd

has

like to make.

MR. RICH CHISM: Thank you very much.

23

name is Rich Chism.

24

agent for Pensacola Beachside Resort,

25

doing business
-----TERRY

to

I'm with Innisfree

My

Hotels as the
LLC. We're

as the Best Western on Pensacola Beach,
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1

which was substantially

2

so we are intending

to replace

that hotel.

3

you for your time here tonight

to consider

4

request.
Thirty

5

units

damaged by Hurricane Sally,
this

per acre as the existing

6

will certainly

7

You might imagine coastal

8

expensive.

9

DEP requirements,

impede efficient

The pile

I thank

density

hotel development.

construction

foundations,

is very

FEMArequirements,

hurricane-impact-rated

materials,

10

very expensive construction.

11

standpoint,

the staff

12

fixed-labor

rate that we need to spread over a greater

13

number of hotel

14

experience

15

buildings.

16

a higher density

17

allow us to afford

18

that our guests are demanding today,

19

lazy river.

20

From an operations

that we hire incurs a very high

rooms in order to provide not only the

but to take care of these type of
And then finally,

developing

a hotel with

of 50 units an acre will certainly
to build the types of amenities
such as a large

I would like to note that we will certainly

21

be providing

22

development code along with the density

23

you grant it.

24

that you might have.

25

all

of the parking required

increase

if

And I'm here to answer any questions
Thank you very much.

MR. STEBBINS: All right.
'----TERRY

by the land

Now that we've had
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1

the opening statement

from the applicant,

2

suggest is we have four exhibits:

3

Conditional

4

Submittal

5

Assignment and Assumption of Ground Lease; Exhibit

6

is the Public Notice of 500-foot Radius Buffer;

7

Exhibit

8

Conditional

9

do at this

Exhibit

Use Variance Application,

"A" is the

Conditional

and Boundary Survey; Exhibit

"D"

what I'd

"B" is the

Worksheet.

Staff

What I'd like to

point is ask for a motion from the board to

10

accept each of those exhibits

11

this

quasi-judicial

into evidence as part of

hearing.

12

MEMBER
SINDEL: So moved.

13

MEMBER
CALLAHAN:Second.

14

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
I have a motion by

15
16

Ms. Sindel and a second by Ms. Callahan.
signify by saying "aye."

17

(Motion carried

18

MR. STEBBINS: All right.

19

staff's

20

use.

21

for further

22

the board may have.

23

All in favor

unanimously).
At this

point the

recommendation is to grant the conditional
However, I'm going to turn it over to Mr. Lemos
explanation

and to answer any questions

MR. JUANLEMOS: Good afternoon,

24

members and director.

25

Conditional
.__ ___

"C"

and

is the Santa Rosa Isl and Authority
Use Criteria

Use

board

This is about Pensacola Beach

Use 2021-01.

The property

address is
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1

16 Via de Luna, Pensacola Beach, Florida.

2

property

3

zoning land use is high density

4

Pensacola Beach.
specifically.

5

size is approximately

The

4.19 acres and the
residential

commercial

I can go through all the criteria

MEMBER
SINDEL: Mr. Chair, as the criteria

6
7

has been provided for us with staff

8

sure that

9

one.

I personally

In fact,

analysis,

I'm not

see a need to go through each

for the ability

for us to move forward

10

and have a conversation,

I'm willing

to make a motion

11

that we accept staff's

12

based on the fact that it meets all of the criteria

13

for conditional

recommendation to approve this

use.

14

MEMBER
BROOKS: Second Ms. Sindel 's motion.

15

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
We have a motion and we

16
17

have a second to Ms. Sindel 's motion for discussion.
All in favor.

18
19

MR. STEBBINS: If it's
don't

20

have to vote on it at this

for discussion

we

point.

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
Well, we've already

21

heard from Mr. Chism.

22

we'd like to commence.

23

We have one more speaker if

MR. STEBBINS: Well, I think if the board

24

doesn't

25

any questions
..___
___

need to hear anything further
of Mr. Lemos, then we'll

or doesn't

have

hear from the
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1

other speaker.
MEMBER
CALLAHAN:I have a question.

2
3

it's

4

are there currently?

5

And how many are there now?

probably in here somewhere, but how many units
They're requesting

to build 209.

MR. LEMOS: There are 4.19 acres currently

6

7

shown on the surveys.

8

calculations.

9

10

is 120.

And I did not do those

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
It's about 120 -- or it
Rich, it's right now 120, is it not?

11

MR. RICK CHISM: 130.

12

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
Mr. Watson.

13

MEMBER
WATSON:It was stated

14

all

15

granted that permission.

16

attorney.

the qualifications,

17

and my question

is to who

I guess I'll

speak to the

MR. STEBBINS: Yes.
analysis

19

they have made their

20

meet all the criteria
go forward.

Staff

of each of, I believe,
definitive

has done their

seven criteria,
finding

and they're

MR. LEMOS: There's

22

that it meets

It does meet all qualifications?

18

21

And

that

and
it does

recommending it to

actually

nine criteria

23

and I'd be more than happy to read the conclusion

24

recommendation to show that we have done the criteria,

25

analyzed it -- the applicant
.__ ___

has read all the
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1

conditional

2

of 50 dwelling

3

that the project

4

approved, and receive

5

established

6

the recommendation to you.

7

use criteria
units

to allow for a maximumnumber

per acre.

With the condition

must be submitted,

a development order from

development review process.
MR. STEBBINS: If there's

8

the board at this

9

time to hear from the speaker.

10

reviewed and

point,

this

nothing else from

would be the appropriate

MEMBER
CALLAHAN:I still

have one more

11

question.

12

Mr. Stebbins.

13

They're not planning to build that many.

14

approving the 209 or are we just

15

per acre and they can theoretically

16

I think this

So that was

is a "you" question,

They can build up to 50 units per acre.
But are we

approving 50 units
go higher?

MR. LEMOS: They will build a maximumof

17

50 units

per acre.

The ability

18

that is going to depend on the engineer,

19

requirements

20

meet, infrastructure,

21

restrictions.

22

they present

23

the maximumpotential

24

acre.

and criteria
It's

they will

height
just

of a developer

to do

all the

have to be able to

requirements,

height

all going to depend on what

to the development review process.
is for 50 dwelling units

So
per

That is the maximumpotential.
MEMBER
CALLAHAN:So 209 is the maximum. And

25
'-----TERRY
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1

they do plan to max it out, but that could change.

2
3
4

MR. LEMOS: And I will have to defer to the
applicant to say that.
50 units per acre.

MEMBER
CALLAHAN:Thank you.

5
6
7

board?

MR. STEBBINS: Any other questions
All right.
CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
Thank you.

8
9

To go to the maximumof

have one -- we've heard from Mr. Chism.

from the
Actually we

We have one

10

more speaker,

11

MR. STEBBINS: And the speaker rule applies,
three minutes max.

12

Dianne Krumel.

MS. DIANNEKRUMEL:My name is Dianne Krumel,

13
14

I live at 2420 Bluff Circle

15

want to thank the Santa Rosa Island Authority

16

having this

17

the opportunity

18

Escambia County and never left

19

Beach has been a wonderful and memorable part of my

20

life

21

why it is so important

22

protect

23

future

24

just as you and I have done for so many years.

25

reminds me of a Woody Guthrie song, "This Land is Your

Again I
for

public hearing today and for allowing me
to speak.

since I was a child.

'-----TERRY

in Pensacola.

and preserve
generations

I am a lifelong
the area.

resident

of

Pensacola

Just like you, I understand

to limit

development and to

our beautiful

beaches so that

to come will be able to enjoy them

HOFFMAN - COURT REPORTER (850) 436-667
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1

Land, This Land is My Land," and I just

substitute

the

2

words to read "This Beach is Your Beach, This Beach

3

is My Beach."
I am the founder and a leader of a grass

4

5

roots movement known as Save Pensacola Beach.

6

of you know, Save Pensacola Beach is a loosely-formed

7

advocacy group that stands for the court of public

8

interest

9

as a result

of Congressman Matt Gaetz' failed

10

to overturn

a 1947 Act of Congress that gave Santa

11

Rosa Island

12

it could never be sold or given away except back to

13

the state

14

held in perpetuity

15

public.

16

work, we killed

17

referendum on the 2018 ballot

18

publicly-owned

19

of 80.2 percent or 95,564 votes.

20

passed at the local

21

protect

22

also includes

23

unanimous support from both the Santa Rosa Island

24

Authority

25

make any of these changes.
.__---TERRY

related

to Santa Rosa Island.

As some

Formed in 2017
attempt

that came with two restrictions:

or federal

One,

government, and two, it would be
in the best interests

of the

After six months of long, hard, dedicated
Matt Gaetz'
beaches,

and preserve

bill.

We went on to get a

to protect

our

one with overwhelming support

level

We then got it

in September of 2019 to

our beloved beaches,

residential

building

and that

caps that

requires

and the Escambia County Commissioners to
All of this

was done under
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1

my leadership

as the team leader

2

Beach.

3

beloved beaches very seriously.

of Save Pensacola

So as you can see, we take protecting

4

our

Today I am again speaking on behalf of our

5

Save Pensacola Beach team on the position

6

taking when it comes to the density

7

Best Western is requesting.

8

meetings these past two weeks with our team and the

9

attorney

that

10

in-depth

conversations

11

Campanella, Ms. Leigh Davis, and past executive

12

director

13

much for taking the time to speak with me and to help

14

me better

15

and the requirements

16

density

is advising

increases

that the

We have had quite a few
us.

on this

I have also had
topic with Tommy

Paolo Ghio, and I want to thank you guys very
understand

the process of these increases
that must be met to increase

cap on the island

as regarding

With that being said,

we are aware that

18

Best Western has shown good stewardship

19

willingness

20

that

21

had with those just

22

that

23

necessary

24

acre and are in compliance with that,

25

height,

to follow the guidelines

have been established.
mentioned,

the setback,

the

and a

and the rules

In conversations

I have

it is my understanding

the Best Western has met all
to increase

the

the hotel.

17

----TERRY

we are

the building

requirements
cap to 50 units
and that

per

is the

stormwater management, the

HOFFMAN - COURT REPORTER (850) 436-6671_____
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1

greenbelt

parking and the other criteria.

2

The Save Pensacola Beach team appreciates

3

that

as an integral

4

the public interest,

5

to follow them.

part of us working together
it is important

6

(Timer ringing).

7

I hope that's

8

Oh, okay, if you'll

9

for

to have rules

and

not my phone doing that.

allow me to finish

Please correct

up.

me now if this

but I understand

is not my

10

understanding,

11

requirements

12

don't

13

density

numbers.

We would prefer

14

density

increases

happen anywhere or at any time, but

15

these are the caps we have and we appreciate

16

being adhered to by the Best Western.

17

appreciate

18

all

19

been met.

20

follow guidelines,

21

palliative

have been met.

get me wrong, it's

And I just want to say,

not that we don't

Pensacola

24

appreciate

25

island

no
them

We truly

in this

seeing that
process

to create

have
and

we would have a much more

experience

-I would like to say the Save

Beach team wants you to know how much we
the work that you have done out here on the

to save our beaches.

..__---TERRY

to see that

If more people were willing

In closing,

23

love these

the Santa Rosa Island Authority

the steps that are necessary

22

that these

In the future,

if you

HOFFMAN - COURT REPORTER (850) 436-667
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1

ever need any support or help with any of the issues

2

in protecting

the public's

3

our beautiful

beaches, we are here to work with you

4

in the public interests.

5

wanted to take back to the team was that,

6

the restrictions

7

Mr. Stebbins,

8

are met, and with that we are --

9

MEMBER
SINDEL: Actually

10

was provided as a backup, so it's

been public

11

information

has been met.

12

interests

And my main thing that

were met, and it's
that all

that

our attorney

14

here.

15

opportunity

all

requirements
information

That was one thing that

wanted us to make sure that

So thank you very much.

16

in fact,

all that

all the criteria

I

my understanding,

the conditional

MS. KRUMEL:Okay.

13

or in protecting

I brought up

I appreciate

the

to speak.

MR. STEBBINS: Mr. Chair,

at this

time if the

17

board is prepared to vote,

I would like to ask that

18

there be an amendment to the motion accepting

19

staff's

recommendation, and that would be that the

20

staff's

recommendation is subject

21

consideration

being assessed

22

consideration

and policy to be approved by the board

23

members of the Santa Rosa Island Authority

24

2021, and paid within 30 days of the date of this

25

final

the

to the payment of

per the SRIA
on May 12,

decision.

,__---TERRY
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1

MEMBER
SINDEL: So amended.

2

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
With that amendment

3

being made, we have a motion and a second on the

4

floor.

5

All in favor signify

I will call

the question

at this

by saying "aye."

6

(Motion carried

7

MR. STEBBINS: This point starts

unanimously).

8

clock if anybody wants to appeal this

9

I wanted to make sure I announced that.
would be an appropriate

11
12

CHAIRMAN
CAMPANELLA:
Thank you.
quasi-judicial
hearing is now closed.
(Proceedings

the 30-day

decision.

10

13

time.

time to terminate

And so now
the meeting.
The

concluded at 5:16 p.m.)

14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
,___---TERRY
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